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Abstract
A tutorial discussion is presented about the Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM)
of Social Network Analysis (SNA). The intended audience is post-graduate students and
researchers in social science who are curious to understand better where quantitative models
come from, for a more effective integration with qualitative methodologies. The discussion
is traced back to Jaynes’s distinction between objective and subjective interpretations of
probability, where the former emphasizes likelihood of outcomes based on frequency dis-
tributions, while the latter emphasizes our incomplete knowledge or uncertainty about the
outcome. Although within information theory both views lead to the same functional form
for information entropy, when applying these concepts to graph theory the paper shows that
the subjective view leads to the ERGM, while the objective view yields a different functional
form for the ‘graph entropy’. It is hoped that the critical perspective on interdisciplinar-
ity developed throughout the paper lends credibility and insight to the conclusion that the
subjective view of graph entropy is justified as an optimization principle for the most likely
distribution of different graph metrics.
1 Introduction
The main motivation for this paper is to serve as a tutorial on the exponential random graph
model (ERGM) for social networks analysis (SNA), in particular to complement the discussion
of this model presented by Newman [6]. The intended audience is post-graduate students and
researchers in social science who are curious to understand better where quantitative models
come from, for a more effective integration with qualitative methodologies.
Although in [5] the point is made that there are many ERGMs, we refer here to the whole class
of such models as a singular ERGM on the grounds that they all share the same mathematical
structure and may vary only with respect to the number of parameters and network statistics
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used to define them. In other words, in this paper ERGM refers to the general mathematical
model and not to a specific instance used to model a specific network.
Whereas Newman’s presentation is very clear and provides both motivation and mathematical
details, it does not explain or derive the most fundamental equation upon which the ERGM





where ln stands for natural logarithm and the rest of the variables will be defined later.
Plausibly, Newman justifies this omission on the grounds that it would take the discussion ‘some
way away from our central topic of networks’ ([6]: 568). However, the problem is that across
information theory and physics the concept of entropy is amenable to different interpretations.
Further, to these different interpretations there correspond different mathematical derivations
of the same equation. Consequently, the use of Gibbs’s entropy in the context of graph theory
is confusing at several levels. First, it suggests that the physical concept of entropy is relevant,
whereas this is not the case: it is the information theory concept of entropy as information
uncertainty that applies. Second, the information theory derivation of the latter leads to the
same functional form as Gibbs’s entropy, but when the same derivation is applied to a graph
theory context a different expression for entropy results. Third, the maximization of uncertainty
with Lagrange multipliers is conceptually sound but harks back to the derivation of the canonical
distribution of statistical mechanics, which is the original application of Gibbs’s entropy in
physics. This again suggests a link with physics, whereas the more important and relevant link
of graph entropy is with information theory, in spite of any possible mismatch in functional form.
Therefore, an especially careful discussion is necessary to keep these threads of interpretation
distinct.
These problems with interpretations can be traced back to a long-standing debate between the
‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ interpretation of probability, for example as discussed by Jaynes [2, 3]
and in an in-depth review by Uffink [11]. Put very simply, the objective view of probability is
more relevant to physics and emphasizes likelihood of outcomes based on frequency distribu-
tions. The subjective view, also relevant to physics, emphasizes our incomplete knowledge or
uncertainty about the outcome. When transported to information theory, the objective view
yields a measure of information content or most efficient encoding in terms of word length in
bits, whereas the subjective view maintains the same interpretation of information uncertainty.
Finally, when applying these concepts to graph theory the ERGM derivation again relies on the
subjective view in the same way, but the objective view yields a different functional form for the
‘graph entropy’. Although this paper does not attempt to resolve this mismatch, the discussion
and explanation of these different viewpoints in the three related areas of statistical physics,
information theory, and graph theory will hopefully make the derivation and interpretation of
the ERGM more understandable for students in network science.
These problems are exacerbated by the great and growing importance of SNA, over the past few
decades, for studying online communities, because the majority of researchers and practitioners
in this relatively new field have little mathematical and physics training. Consequently, they
are likely to use the ERGM as a “black box” in the analysis of networks without understanding
completely the assumptions upon which it rests. While for the more applied uses for which
this model is employed this is not necessarily problematic, in my opinion it is difficult for social
science researchers studying social networks to be able to critique the model and what it tells
them without a better understanding of the fundamentals. Understanding the epistemological
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foundations of the tools used in quantitative methodologies such as SNA is particularly impor-
tant for social scientists since more often than not the quantitative methodologies are employed
to answer research questions informed by different, qualitative epistemologies. A better under-
standing of the fundamental concepts upon which the quantitative models rest, therefore, may
help integrate them with qualitative arguments. This latter point, which falls within the scope
of critiques of interdisciplinarity, provides the second motivation for this paper.
2 Strategy
A discussion of the ERGM is particularly apt as a bridging topic between different disciplinary
viewpoints. In fact, although entropy was first introduced as a fundamental concept in physics
in the second half of the 19th Century, as eloquently discussed by Jaynes the information theory
interpretation of entropy is ‘more fundamental’ than its physics counterpart (Jaynes [2], cited
by Penfield [7]). Thus, at the basis of the ERGM we have an interplay between the concept of
network, which already straddles the exact sciences, mathematics, and the social sciences, and
the concept of information, which likewise is as ‘fundamental’ in the physical/natural sciences
as in the human and social sciences.
This paper, therefore, follows a two-pronged strategy: on the one hand, it pays a great deal
of attention to recounting the basic concepts of physical entropy and information entropy in
an intuitively accessible but mathematically rigorous way; on the other hand, it relies on the
power of analogy to compare and contrast physical and information entropy and, subsequently,
to build up an intuitive understanding of ‘graph entropy’. This last concept then forms the
intuitive basis for the ERGM. Finally, where relevant the consequences of the analogies are
followed to their logical conclusions, leading to an alternative formulation of Gibbs’s entropy
specific to networks. Throughout, no apologies are made for showing most of the mathematical
details that are normally skipped – in particular taking care to keep them understandable and
accessible to a non-mathematical audience.
In this linked progression of ideas from physics to graphs through information theory there is
one step that is more difficult conceptually than it is mathematically. Whereas in information
theory the mathematical expression for average information content is identical to the expres-
sion for maximum information uncertainty, hence making the connection with physical entropy
easier to understand and believe, in the case of graphs the two expressions are different. The
more important principle of maximum uncertainty still applies, thereby making the applica-
tion of Gibbs’s entropy’s maximization principle to graph ensembles viable and effective in the
derivation of the ERGM. However, the generalization of information content to graphs leads to a
different equation and a different concept. Without necessarily invalidating the ERGM, this fact
plants a seed of potential confusion that warrants further scrutiny and that should be exposed
and clarified. Further, the mathematical and computer science consequences of this divergence
should be explored to their conclusion. This paper begins to pose these questions.
Briefly, the derivation of the ERGM requires a conceptual leap, or a leap in abstraction level,
between the basic physics and information theory concepts and Newman’s Eq. (15.22): we need
to develop an intuitive understanding of the analogue, for an ensemble of graphs, to the entropy
of a system or to the average word length emitted by a communication source. Here are a few
possible candidates:
• the information entropy of a graph ensemble (this is the most solid part of the ERGM
derivation)
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• the average graph “length” (clearly not a very good choice)
• the average graph size (this is the new interpretation that diverges from Gibbs’s entropy
for graphs)
At a more mundane level, whereas Shannon’s entropy is based on a frequency distribution of
different possible word lengths, the ERGM is based on a frequency distribution of different
possible graphs of the same size, i.e. number of nodes. This is not necessarily a shortcoming,
but we need to be extra-careful about how we interpret the results of a mathematical theory
that has deviated from its intuitively accessible physics and information theory foundations.
The ERGM is derived by making use of a certain distribution of probability for graphs/networks
of a given number of vertices/nodes. The fact that nothing is said about where the graphs are
coming from or who/what is generating them should not stop us from imagining that given a
certain number of nodes many networks can be constructed by linking the nodes in different
ways. It happens that many of the graphs that can be constructed in this way also have the
same number of edges or links. If, for a given fixed number of nodes, we look at the frequency
distribution of graphs as a function of number of links and divide each such frequency value
by the total number of graphs possible, we get a normalized probability distribution. This is
the probability distribution that we are talking about here, that the ERGM can help us find,
and that is central to using the ERGM as an analysis tool for networks obtained from empirical
data. The usefulness of the ERGM is that it allows for the specification of different network
characteristics through the quantification of their influence on this probability distribution, as
we will discuss in detail below. For this reason we need to understand how to work with
different kinds of probability distributions for different kinds of systems. Our starting point is
the distribution of probability of the states of an isolated system.
3 Physics and Information Theory Background
3.1 Physical Entropy
3.1.1 Microcanonical Distribution
The fundamental postulate of statistical mechanics is that a system in equilibrium is equally
likely to be in any one of its accessible states, at a given energy [8, 4]. If we take a system
of N particles and use the function g(N) to denote the number of its accessible states, the
mathematical statement of the fundamental assumption is simply that the probability of any





This trivially simple distribution is called the microcanonical distribution. The physical entropy
of a system is ultimately a similarly trivial concept: it is the logarithm of the number of states
that are accessible to that system at a given energy and with equal probability. We use the
symbol S for entropy:
S = kB log(g), (3)
where for the sake of completeness we have included Boltzmann’s constant kB whose numerical
value and physical units do not matter in this discussion and can be taken as 1. This formula
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Figure 1: Multiplicity of different configurations of 10 particles in a box
is referred to as the Boltzmann entropy. g is called the multiplicity function and equals the
number of accessible states (with equal probability) and by log we mean the natural logarithm
or logarithm to the base e. We can use any other base, like 2 or 10, the concept does not change.
To get a sense for what this means, we take an insulated box with a gas of N = 10 identical free
particles in the absence of gravity. We assume the particles have an initial random velocity, and
therefore an initial energy. We assume there is no interaction between the particles, thus the
potential energy of the system is zero. We assume further that the particles bounce off the walls
with no energy loss. Therefore, the system only has kinetic energy, and since it is insulated its
total kinetic energy is constant. We define a system configuration NR as the number of particles
that are in the right half of the box. Finally, we assume that we can tell the particles apart.
We want to calculate the entropy of the system for different values of NR, so we are looking for
a function





where we have set kB = 1 for convenience and we are using log base 2. Now choose the initial
configuration to be NR = 0, i.e. the 10 particles are all in the left half of the box. The particles
will bounce around and fairly soon will visit both sides of the box. To get a sense of how likely
it is for all the particles to find themselves again on the left-hand side at some future time, let’s
count the number of configurations for a few cases, as shown in Figure 1 (which shows a plot of
the function g(NR)):
• There is clearly only 1 way for the 10 particles to be on the left, so g(0) = 1. Notice that
this follows from the fact that we are not subdividing our position resolution grid beyond
the cells shown, left and right, thereby obtaining a so-called binary system:
S(0) = log2[g(0)] = log2[1] = 0. (5)
Note that zero entropy means zero uncertainty: since all the particles are on the left, the
system can only be in one state.
• Since we can tell the particles apart, if we allow only 1 particle on the right there will be
10 ways to do that, so g(1) = 10:
S(1) = log2[g(1)] = log2[10] = 3.32. (6)
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• If NR = 2, there are 45 ways for 2 of the 10 particles to be on the right:
S(2) = log2[g(2)] = log2[45] = 5.49. (7)
More generally, the multiplicity function is given by the binomial coefficients:
g(NR) =
N(N − 1)(N − 2) · · · 1





where the exclamation mark indicates the factorial function. The rest of the cases can thus
easily be calculated as follows:
S(3) = log2[g(3)] = log2[120] = 6.91
...
S(5) = log2[g(5)] = log2[252] = 7.98
...
S(7) = log2[g(7)] = log2[120] = 6.91
...
S(10) = log2[g(10)] = log2[1] = 0
(9)
The point is that NR = 5 will be by far the most frequent or probable configuration. In other
words, equilibrium is just the most probable configuration, or the configuration with the highest
entropy. By the same token, the configuration with the highest entropy also has the highest
uncertainty, since we know the least about which of the 252 possible states the system might be
in at any one time – for the simple reason that no other configuration has as many states. Finally,
it is important to remember that whereas different configurations have different probabilities the
different states corresponding to any one configuration are all equally probable.
The association of entropy with disorder is for the same reason: there are many fewer ways to
keep a room in order (NR close to zero) than to mix its contents into a chaotic jumble (NR
close to N/2). Thus, the most disordered ‘configuration’ is the most probable. To drive the
point home, assume that we have 50 particles instead of 10. Now the case NR = 0 still gives an
entropy of S(0) = 0, but for NR = 25 we get
S(25) = log2[g(25)] = log2[126, 410, 606, 437, 752] ≈ 47 (10)
So, clearly the number of states corresponding to the equilibrium configuration grows very
quickly with system size. We also see why the log function was adopted on practical grounds in
the definition of entropy, since it keeps its numerical value within relatively manageable bounds
even for large systems.1 The function g(NR) shown in Figure 1 quickly becomes much more
spiked. As shown in Figure 2, this is most easily shown by plotting a normalized version of
multiple curves, each for a different value of N , on the axes NR/N and g/gmax.
1There is a deeper, better reason: entropy is a so-called ‘extensive’ property of systems, such that the entropy
of two systems that are joined together is the sum of their individual entropies (contrast this with temperature,
which is an intensive property). But the number of accessible states of the same two systems when joined together
is their product. Thus, the log function naturally accounts for the increase in entropy when two or more systems
are joined.
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Figure 2: Normalized frequency distributions for different size systems
























Figure 3: Logarithm to base 2 of the frequency distributions for different size systems
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Figure 3 shows the logarithm of the same curves shown in Figure 2, i.e. the entropy. The number
of states corresponding to the most probable configuration of the system with N = 1280 is rather
large:
21275 = 6.5× 10383. (11)
As a term of comparison, [7] provides the estimate that the number of atoms of the Earth is
approximately 2170 (= 1051) and in the visible universe 2265 (= 1080). So for a system of a mere
1280 particles the number of configurations at maximum entropy is already unimaginable. If
N = Avogadro’s number (6.02× 1023), i.e. the number of particles in a litre of air, the number
of configurations possible for half of the particles to be in each half of the box is much, much
larger than that. So it becomes easier to see why we never observe significant deviations from
equilibrium in the distribution of air in a room, for example, under normal conditions.
The function we have been discussing is the Gaussian or normal distribution, and this is how
it arises. This informal discussion should make it easier to see why ‘the law of large numbers’,
otherwise known as the Central Limit Theorem [10], is so powerful. Note that, however, the
system needs to be isolated for it to have a chance to reach equilibrim and for the argument to
work. When these conditions do not apply the Gaussian still works, but progressively less the
farther away the system is kept from equilibrium. This is why statistical methods tend not to
work very well for small systems or for systems that are not near equilibrium or not isolated.
3.1.2 More General Formulation: Gibbs’s Entropy
In the case of the isolated box of 10 free particles discussed above it is clear that the highest-
entropy, equilibrium configuration is for NR = N/2. However, by the fundamental postulate all
states have equal probability, so the system will spend time also in the other configurations. The
entropy of the system should therefore be an average weighted by the different probabilities.
Gibbs introduced the concept of an ‘ensemble’ of systems as an alternative to observing a single
system for a very long time when calculating probabilities. The idea is to imagine that, if the
ensemble is composed of a very large number ν of systems (much larger than the total number
of states), ν1 systems are in state 1, ν2 are in state 2, ν3 are in state 3, and so forth, with∑
i
νi = ν. (12)
This leads to a somewhat abstract derivation because the number of states can itself be very
large. For example, even in our very small system of 10 particles the total number of possible
states is 210 = 1024. So to make things more manageable and intuitively accessible let’s instead






where the subscript i refers to different values of NR. Table 1 shows the values for the example
system discussed.
To keep things as simple as possible, let’s assume now that the size of our ensemble of identical
systems is exactly 1024. If we follow this line of reasoning, rather than using Eq. (8) for the
entropy of a single configuration we can calculate the entropy based on the total number of
possible ways in which the probability distribution shown in Table 1 can be realized by the 1024
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NR g(NR) S(NR) pi
Configuration
0 1 0 0.000977
1 10 3.32 0.00977
2 45 5.49 0.0439
3 120 6.91 0.117
4 210 7.71 0.205
5 252 7.98 0.246
6 210 7.71 0.205
7 120 6.91 0.117
8 45 5.49 0.0439
9 10 3.32 0.00977
10 1 0 0.000977
Total - 1024 - 1
Table 1: Probability distribution of the configurations of the 10-particle system
systems in the ensemble, each involving the same 10 configurations. This is just a generalization
of the formula for the binomial coefficients:
gν(N) =
ν!




g(N1)!g(N2)!g(N3)! · · · g(N10)!
=
1024!
1! 10! 45! 120! 210! 252! 210! 120! 45! 10! 1!
The subscript ν on the function g indicates that this is the multiplicity function for the whole
ensemble. This number is too large to be written out in full (2.806 × 10823), but in any case












This is the entropy of our system of 10 particles taking into account the Gaussian probability
distribution of its 10 configurations. For larger systems the numbers in Eq. (14) become pro-
hibitively large and an approximation is needed. Luckily a very good one is available, known as
Stirling’s approximation:
log(N !) = N log(N)−N, (16)
which works for any base of the logarithm. Thus, using Eq. (14) and the elementary rules of
logarithms we can approximate the entropy of the ensemble as
gν(N) =
ν!
ν1!ν2!ν3! · · · ν10!
= log2(ν!)− log2(ν1!)− log2(ν2!)− log2(ν3!)− · · · − log2(ν10!)
= ν log2(ν)− ν − ν1 log2(ν1) + ν1 − ν2 log2(ν2) + ν2 − ν3 log2(ν3) + ν3 − · · ·−
ν10 log2(ν10) + ν10
= ν log2(ν)− ν1 log2(ν1)− ν2 log2(ν2)− ν3 log2(ν3)− · · · − ν10 log2(ν10)
= ν log2(ν)− νp1 log2(νp1)− νp2 log2(νp2)− νp3 log2(νp3)− · · · − νp10 log2(νp10)
= ν
[
log2(ν)− p1 log2(ν)− p2 log2(ν)− p3 log2(ν)− · · · − p10 log2(ν)−





log2(ν)(1− p1 − p2 − p3 − · · · − p10)−





pi log2(pi) = 2761.38, (17)
where we have used the normalization condition for the probabilities in the second-to-the-last








which is pretty close to the exact value given by Eq. (15). For largeN the approximation becomes




Now we switch gears to information theory, where a similar set of concepts applies, although we
find a first “stretching” of the original physics concept of entropy.
Shannon [9] talked about ‘symbols’ transmitted over a communication channel. In digital com-
munications such symbols can be encoded in a given ‘alphabet’ such as the binary {0, 1}, forming
a finite string of 0s and 1s for each symbol. Such strings are called ‘words’ and the individual
binary digits forming the words are called ‘bits’. The ‘information content’ of a communication
stream is the minimum length of the word that can encode all the symbols being transmitted.
Confusingly, the same quantity also represents the maximum uncertainty for the set of symbols,
and in that case it is called the ‘information entropy’. The former is easier to understand than
the latter.
To see how the notion of information content arises, let’s assume we have an idealized situation
where a communication source emits a finite stream of M different symbols at a constant rate.
Let’s call the total number of symbols emitted N , and let’s assume a situation where N = M .
If we are using a binary alphabet, then to encode the M symbols in this alphabet we need at
least H bits, where H is found from
2H = M, (19)
or, solving for H,
H = log2(M). (20)
Normally, however, the total number of symbols being transmitted (N) is much larger than
the number of different symbols that make up the communication (M). Therefore, it is more
convenient to talk about the probability of a given symbol being transmitted. To introduce this
notion, let’s start from the case where N = M . In this case, while the communication is taking




, i = 1, · · · ,M. (21)
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We can now rewrite Eq. (20) in order to obtain the information content in terms of probability:






−1 = − log2(pi). (22)
So, the reason S is a positive function and H has a negative sign is that S is expressed in terms
of the number of accessible states, whereas H is expressed in terms of the probability of emitted
symbols, and the logarithm of a number between 0 and 1 is negative. Multiplying this negative
number by the minus sign then gives back a positive H, as expected. Note that the subscript i
would normally mean that the probability varies for each symbol. In this case it is constant and
equal for all the symbols, but we still use the subscript because we are going to need it below
for the more general case. Thus, if the M symbols are encoded in a binary alphabet {0, 1}, then
H is the minimum word size, in bits, needed to encode a set of M symbols with the binary
alphabet {0, 1}. For example, if we had 512 different symbols, we would need a string of at least
9 bits to encode all of them:
29 = 512, so H = log2(512) = 9. (23)
Of course, if the number of symbols is not a power of 2 then the value of H will not be an
integer. This forces an increase in abstraction level in its interpretation relative to number of
bits without changing the essence of the concept.
The fact that H as defined here is the minimum-length word that can encode all the symbols
is significant. We could in fact have chosen to encode our M symbols with a longer string
of length, say, L > H. By so doing we would have had left-over strings of length L after all
the M symbols had been encoded. Therefore, we would have had the potential for explicitly
introducing some irrelevant information or noise in our communication stream. This is in fact
the case in applications where one uses a number of bits that encodes a number of symbols that
is greater than or equal to M , rather than strictly equal to it. For example, if the number of
symbols falls between two powers of 2 then one would use the larger power for the word length.
Notwithstanding this practical limitation, the fact that H is the most efficient way to encode
the given symbols justifies its name ‘information content ’.
Let’s now look at the second, more famous interpretation of H as uncertainty or information
entropy. This interpretation arises from the fact that when the probability is uniform we know
the least about which symbol will be emitted next by the source. Thus, in this case we expect
the uncertainty to be maximum. On the other hand, if we know that some symbols are more
likely than others, then there is less uncertainty in the composition of the symbol stream and
we expect the uncertainty to decrease. As shown in Figure 4, in a case where we have 4 symbols
at least 2 bits are needed to encode them (information content = 2). The fact that this number
is also the maximum uncertainty becomes clear if we happen to know that Symbols 1 and 3
have zero probability of being emitted. As a result, there is less uncertainty since we know that
out of the four symbols only 2 and 4 will be emitted. This matches the fact that now the least
number of bits needed to encode two symbols is 1 (since it can take on two values, either 0 or
1). In the last case shown in the figure, where we know that only Symbol 3 will be emitted,
there is no uncertainty and we don’t need any bits to encode it. In all cases of course the sum
of the probabilities must equal 1. In the third case we know more than in the second, since we
know that Symbol 4 is more probable than Symbol 2, but not as much as in the fourth. This
is reflected in the value of the uncertainty between 1 and 0. The fact that H also reflects our
knowledge about the outcome justifies its name ‘information uncertainty’. However, the fact
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Figure 4: (Left to right:) Decrease in uncertainty (information entropy) with increasing
knowledge of most probable symbols
3.2.2 Which Concept is More Fundamental: Information Entropy or Physical En-
tropy?
For a source that outputs an infinite sequence of bits to communicate a finite set of symbols M ,
Shannon generalized Eq. (22) to express an average word length. This brings information entropy
a step closer to the original concept of physical entropy, since the possibility of multiple values of
H is allowed, although the average is not quite the same thing as the most probable, especially
to the extent of the huge spike of the Gaussian for large systems. On the other hand, if we look
at the average word length “from below” then what we see is maximum information entropy
in the sense just explained. Although in this more general case maximum uncertainty does not
quite equate to most probable configuration, it turns out that the mathematical expression is
uncannily similar – in fact, identical within a constant factor. This fact led Jaynes to say that
information entropy is more fundamental than physical entropy:
The mere fact that the same mathematical expression −pi
∑
log pi occurs both in statistical
mechanics and in information theory does not in itself establish any connection between these
fields. This can be done only by finding new viewpoints from which thermodynamic entropy
and information-theory entropy appear as the same concept. In this paper we suggest a
reinterpreation of statistical mechanics which accomplishes this, so that information theory
can be applied to the problem of justification of statistical mechanics. · · · Just as in applied
statistics the crux of a problem is often the devising of some method of sampling that avoids
bias, our problem is to find a probability assignment which avoids bias, while agreeing with
whatever information is given. The great advance provided by information theory lies in
the discovery that there is a unique, unambiguous criterion for the ‘amount of uncertainty’
represented by a discrete probability distribution, which agrees with our intuitive notions
that a broad distribution represents more uncertainty than does a sharply peaked one, and
satisfies all other conditions which make it reasonable. ([2] emphasis in original)
In other words, rather than trying to justify information entropy in terms of most probable out-
comes, Jaynes suggests that we invert the logical dependence: we should justify most probable
outcomes in terms of least bias and maximum uncertainty. It is in this sense that information
theory is ‘more fundamental’ than statistical physics. Indeed, this formulation is consistent with
all the examples discussed here from both disciplines. Be that as it may, the identical math-
ematical treatment between Gibbs’s entropy, Shannon’s information entropy, and the ERGM
enables us to focus on the latter two while avoiding a detailed derivation of Gibbs’s canonical
distribution, which may be difficult to follow for non-physical scientists.
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3.2.3 Average Information Content or Average Information Entropy
The derivation of the average word length or of maximum information entropy is easier to see
for a large but finite total number of symbols N , where most/all symbols occur more than once.
So this is the case where N  M . Ni is the number of occurrences of the symbol Mi, and
therefore acts as a weight in the average. We first note that
M∑
i=1
Ni = N. (24)
Now we can say that each symbol will make a contribution to the required word length that



















The simplicity of this derivation relative to the one for Gibbs’s entropy is striking.
4 Taking Stock: An Alternative Formulation of the ERGM
4.1 A Disconnect
Eq. (25) is the same as Eq. (15.22) in Newman [6] up to a constant factor (since Newman
uses the natural logarithm). We have seen that, incredibly, the same function was derived by
completely different conceptual arguments and mathematical methods for physical entropy and
for information entropy. Let’s now see how entropy arises in the context of networks.
By a network we mean a set of edges or links that connect a set of nodes to one another in some
way. Even if we limit ourselves to connected networks, i.e. without isolated nodes or islands, the
number of ways in which a given set of nodes can be connected quickly becomes astronomical
even for relatively small node sets. Allowing for isolated nodes and islands means that we are
again dealing with the set {0, 1} to indicate the absence or presence of a link between any
two nodes, respectively. Therefore, if we assume that we are dealing with undirected links the




For a network of 30 nodes, for example, this equation tells us that there are a possible 8.87×10130
different networks. In order to be able to talk about a probability distribution over this set of
networks, the ensemble needs to be much bigger. This is a bit daunting but mathematically it
is perfectly acceptable. As before, the sum of all the probabilities must add up to 1:
M∑
i=1
pi = 1. (27)
As we saw before with physical and information systems, one possibility is for this distribution
to be constant. This, however, is not very useful since we wish to develop a model that can
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be representative of the empirical network we wish to analyse. Thus, we can impose additional
constraints that are derived specifically from the empirical network to be modelled, such as





where the angle brackets imply an averaging process or function, ν ( M) is the number of
networks in the ensemble, j refers to a particular property – such as the number of triangles –
and xij refers to that property for a particular network i belonging to the ensemble. If the left-
hand side (LHS) is treated as a known network measure of the empirical network, this equation
can be used as a constraint that can help us derive the corresponding probability distribution.
However, even if we assume that we have a very rich data set with many such network measures
known, we would need to specify M of them in order to solve for all the possible values of pi.
This is clearly unrealistic even for the smallest sets of nodes. For example, for a network of 4
nodes, M = 64; it is difficult to imagine that we can come up with 64 different network measures
such as degree, number of diads, etc with an empirical network of only 4 nodes!
Here is where Newman introduces the maximization of Gibbs’s entropy as the criterion that
makes up for all the missing constraints and enables us to derive a valid and useful probability
distribution. Newman’s Eq. (15.22) is expressed in terms of the natural logarithm (which in




pi ln(pi) Eq. (15.22) in [6]. (29)
This is where we see the power of information theory, since clearly such a probability distribution
has nothing at all to do with the likelihood of a given network relative to the others but,
rather, with the least bias or greatest uncertainty of the distribution. Put otherwise, although
there is nothing that would lead us to expect a sharply peaked probability distribution such
as the Gaussian for the physical example we discussed earlier, it is still entirely plausible and
legitimate to seek the probability distribution that introduces the least bias beyond the explicit
constraints enforced from the empirical data. This is precisely the basis of the information theory
interpretation of entropy, which we have already seen at work for Shannon’s communication
channel. The only proviso is that the maximum of the uncertainty distribution may not be very
sharp at all: therefore, whereas on the one hand it may be more difficult to find it, on the other
hand any probability distribution in the vicinity of the maximum of Eq. (29) will do (this point
is reflected in how convergence is treated in current implementations of ERGM methods).
Although it would therefore seem that the maximization of Gibbs’s entropy is all we need to
worry about, we now realize that since we are maximizing uncertainty rather than likelihood we
should really be using an equation that is derived from information theory rather than physics.
Since we saw that the information theory derivation led to the same equation (Eq. (25)) as
the equation from the physics derivation (Eq. (18)), we might expect the same to happen here.
In fact, it doesn’t. Thus, the rest of this paper is concerned with deriving an expression for
the entropy of an ensemble of networks and with posing some questions about the possible
consequences of such a different formulation.
4.2 Graph Entropy
Newman’s own derivation implicitly refers to the information theory derivation even if it con-
tinues to invoke concepts from physics, as we now show. Eq. (29) is the starting point of the
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calculus part of the derivation of the ERGM. Before we delve into the details of the mathematics
it is worth examining the concepts and assumptions the derivation is based on. We do this by
comparing the network concepts to their analogues in information theory and physics.
First, Newman introduces the concept of an ensemble of networks, all of which have the same
number of nodes, n. The average of an ensemble is a very useful concept in statistical physics
because in a frequency-based framework it is equivalent to long-time averages of a single sys-
tem. Although the ERGM was not developed specifically to analyse time-dependent network
topologies, the concept is still useful. Even though we did not mention ensembles when talking
about Shannon’s entropy, we invoked the concept implicitly when deriving the average word
length. In information theory the analogue to an ensemble of networks is provided by the fact
that the communication source emits many copies of every symbol. We saw that the frequency
distribution of the various symbols is not in general uniform, which justified the derivation of
Eq. (25).
Second, Newman writes Eq. (29), explicitly saying that each network has a certain probability
of occurrence in the ensemble. Thus, S in Eq. (29) is necessarily the ‘average entropy of the
network ensemble’. This is a rather odd notion, to be sure, but one that we can cope with
by analogy. We have already demystified Eq. (25) by making recourse to a particular finite
ensemble of N symbols in which each is different from the others (so that N = M). We can do
the same here as a first step: assume we have an ensemble of M networks, each different from
the others. Then, the “word length” needed to “encode” this family of networks is precisely the
same as the H given by Eq. (22). However, now H becomes a graph metric that is analogous
to word length. Clearly, “graph length” is meaningless, so we need to come up with a better
generalization of this metric.
Here we notice that the fact that we are using the logarithm function in information theory
is incidental, the more important and intuitively accessible concept is that of word length. So
we could imagine as something analogous a quantity that represents the most efficient way to
encode the M networks. I would argue that this is not going to be the logarithm of M but,
rather, something else. A plausible candidate is the inverse of the function that yields the M
networks from the smallest possible number of nodes, k. Let’s find this function by retracing
our steps.
In information theory, given M symbols we want the smallest-size binary string that can encode
them. So we are solving Eq. (19) for H, obtaining Eq. (20). In graph theory, therefore, we want
something analogous to length. But networks are not one-dimensional. In fact they are not
“dimensional” at all, necessarily, because they do not require a metric space for their definition;
they are topological objects. Therefore, a suitably analogous notion to length could be number



























This seems like a better analogue to Eq. (22) for networks than Eq. (3). This view is strengthened
by the interpretation we have already discussed of Shannon’s entropy or information content as
the shortest or most efficient encoding of M symbols. So Eq. (30) provides a possible candidate
for ‘network entropy’ as the smallest and most efficient encoding, with networks of k nodes, of
M networks with n nodes. This is consistent also with Newman’s discussion of his Eq. (15.22)
which, however, harks back to physics in a way that seems unjustified for the reasons stated:
The Gibbs entropy is precisely a measure of the amount of “assumption” that goes into a
particular choice of distribution P (G), or more precisely it is the amount of “anti-assumption”
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or ignorance, and by maximizing it we minimize unjustified assumptions as much as possible.
([6]: 568)
I agree entirely with the sentiment expressed here, but the optimization Newman is talking
about is from information theory, not from physics, even if Shannon used physical entropy as
initial inspiration. Therefore, we are justified in carrying the development further to obtain the













































This quantity K seems more appropriate than the S of Eq. (29) to represent the average network
entropy, where we have chosen to use the positive branch of the square-root. For simple directed
graphs the same expressions apply but with a 4 wherever there is an 8. The advantage of this
formulation is that now K has acquired a concrete meaning: it is the average number of nodes
that can most efficiently encode the M networks. However, the disadvantage is that the M
networks had a different, larger set of nodes. Further, the topology of the encoding probably
has nothing at all to do with the topology of the original networks. So there is some more work
to do, and it is not yet clear whether anything useful will come out of this exercise.
The analogous situation for Shannon’s entropy would obtain if the symbols to be encoded were
themselves binary words. For example, assume we have 256 words, all of them of the same
length of 20 bits. What is the information content of this sample? Well, it is log2(256) = 8.
So it takes an 8-bit word to encode all 256 original words, in spite of the fact that they are
20 bits long. Another way to think of that is that with an 8-bit word one can count in binary
from 0 (= 0000 0000) to 255 (= 1111 1111). Clearly, the mapping between the 8-bit encoding
and the original 256 20-bit words is arbitrary since it depends on the order in which the latter
are sampled. An arguably desirable sampling would be to sort both sets of binary numbers in
increasing order and then map the two sets of words 1-1. Finally, notice that the 256 20-bit
words were taken from a possible set of 220 = 1, 048, 576 words or ‘symbols’.
In summary, the need for this whole argument is a consequence of the fact that by invoking
Shannon’s entropy (even though Newman calls it the Gibbs entropy) the ERGM implicitly
assumes that each network in the ensemble is analogous to a separate “symbol”. If we then keep
the analogy rigorous both conceptually and mathematically we can’t avoid the encoding of an
ensemble of N networks by a set of much smaller networks whose average size is given by Eq.
(31).
5 Derivation of the ERGM
Newman starts with a set G of all simple undirected graphs of k nodes. So the size of G is given
by Eq. (26) and is therefore pretty large, as shown in Table 2.
For comparison with information theory we have added also a column that shows the number
of symbols that can be encoded with a binary alphabet in a string of k bits. A real network
could have a few tens or a few hundred nodes, whereas a subset of the Internet could easily have
millions. So G can indeed grow to astronomical proportions (and beyond!). But this is not all.
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In order to make the ERGM derivation work, for a given choice of k we need an ensemble of N
networks taken from G, and the ensemble needs to be, for example, thousands of times larger
than G in order to make the probabilities based on frequentist statistics meaningful. Thus, each
network Gi in G will appear with some frequency in our ensemble, given by Ni/N just as in
the case of information theory. The first equation we will need is therefore the normalization
condition Eq. (27) which we re-write in a slightly different form:











· · · · · · · · ·
Table 2: Comparison of the size of the set of encodable symbols for different information
content in graph theory and information theory
M∑
n=1
p(Gi) = 1. (32)
Any network measure xj , such as the number of triangles in a given network, for instance, will





As explained by Newman, if we want to arrive at a probability distribution from which we can
construct a network that is likely to have a set of desired characteristics, we can set the mean
value of xj to something we want and treat the above equation as a constraint on p(Gi). In order
to determine this function completely we would need to specify a value of p for each network
Gi. As we can see from Table 2, for any realistic number of nodes the number of constraints
that we would need to impose quickly becomes unreasonable. Here is where Newman invokes
a maximization principle, namely the maximization of Gibbs’s entropy given as Eq. (29). As
we have seen this equation is not Gibbs’s entropy, it is Shannon’s entropy inspired by but
not identical to Gibbs’s entropy. However, as we discussed the principle of optimization of
uncertainty is still valid.
Using the visualization of the method of Lagrange multipliers shown in Figure 5, if we want to
maximize a function such as an inverted paraboloid straightforward application of calculus will
give us the very top, i.e. the absolute maximum of this function. If instead we want to maximize
it subject to the constraint provided by a given curve, then the maximum will necessarily need
to be on this curve, and may not be the absolute maximum. In Figure 5 the constraint curve is
a Sin function (imagine its vertical projection or “shadow” down to the x-y plane).
The method of Lagrange multipliers says that this constrained maximum will occur where the
gradient (vector of steepest ascent) of the surface is perpendicular to the constraint curve. It
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Figure 5: Visualization of the maximization of a paraboloid subject to a constraint (blue
Sin function)
does not actually say this, but this formulation is easier to see in the figure. Note that the red
gradient vectors are perpendicular to the red circles, which are visualizations of contour curves
(or level sets, i.e. curves of constant elevation) of the paraboloid. So what the method says is
that if we view the constraint curve as the contour curve of a different surface, not shown here,
then the constrained maximum will occur where the two gradient vectors are parallel.2 The
condition for two vectors to be parallel constrains their direction to be the same, but not their
magnitudes, which can differ by a constant factor. In other words:
Blue V ector = α×Red V ector, (34)
where α is the Lagrange multiplier. In other words, the Lagrange multiplier arises naturally
when enforcing a condition that can only occur at the maximum of a given function subject to
the given constraint.
In our case we are dealing with a higher-dimensional problem with multiple constraints but the
concept remains the same. In the standard derivation of the ERGM we want to maximize Eq.
(29) subject to the constraints provided by Eqs. (32) and (33). In other words, we need to
maximize the following quantity:
M∑
i=1


















where J is the total number of network features that we want to fix. Differentiating with respect
2We should clarify that we have taken some artistic licence in creating Figure 5: none of the arrows shown is
actually supposed to be tangent to the surface. Gradient vectors are defined as 2-D vectors lying in the x-y plane,
but they look nicer when drawn on the surface. In any case, the fact that the two gradient vectors are parallel is
true regardless of how we choose to draw them.
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to the probability of a particular graph Gi and setting equal to zero gives
− log p(Gi)− 1 + α+
J∑
j=1






















whence we see where the term ‘exponential’ in the name of the model comes from. The last step
in the above involves definitions that conveniently parallel analogous quantities in the canonical
distribution of statistical mechanics. In particular, the H shown here has nothing to do with
Eq. (25) and in the context of the equation above is called the ‘graph Hamiltonian’. We can
make a few observations:
• This probability distribution deserves an in-depth analysis and discussion to understand
both mathematically and physically what it is telling us. We would need to review the
canonical distribution of statistical mechanics to achieve that. For the purposes of this
paper, suffice it to say that the numerator can be visualized as a probability distribution
that decreases as H increases. The Hamiltonian is the total mechanical energy of friction-
less systems and generalizes to the (quantized) system energy in quantum mechanics, so
it is probably invoked here by analogy since associating the linear combination of fixed
network characteristics with Lagrange multipliers as coefficients with energy seems odd,
to say the least. Perhaps as the number of constraints grows the network is assumed to
be less probable, which would be analogous to being higher-energy.
• Z is called the partition function and it is just a normalizing factor, found explicitly with





Z is the function that makes the ERGM unusable for anything but the simplest graphs,
given the huge value of J .
• We can see a posteriori the appeal of invoking the Gibbs entropy, because the resulting
derivation is indeed beautiful, and mirrors the canonical distribution of statistical mechan-
ics exactly.
6 Discussion
The inconsistency we have highlighted motivates us to dig further, and to look at what would
happen if we started the derivation of the ERGM from Eq. (31) instead of Eq. (29). However, the
algebra involved in applying the method of Lagrange multipliers to Eq. (31) quickly becomes
unmanageable, making it impossible to separate – as nicely as Eq. (37) does – the different
multipliers associated with the normalization condition and with the expectation values of the
other network measures.
Further, it does not seem likely that different functional forms for graph entropy would make a
big difference in the final probability distribution. This is for three reasons:
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1. First, the huge dimensionality of the problem suggests that the probability distribution
for Eq. (31) is likely to be smooth and with a maximum that is as shallow as that of Eq.
(29), such that the broad ranges of networks near each maximum are likely to overlap.
Admittedly, this is only a conjecture.
2. Second, even if this were not true the main purpose of the model is at least as much to
distinguish between networks of different characteristics as it is to model a single network.
It is not as important for the absolute quantification of the model to be accurate if it is
effective at relative quantification.
3. Third, the effect of the Lagrange multipliers (constraints) on the probability distribution
is so strong that the choice of different functions to represent the distribution may indeed
be second-order in comparison.
We can demonstrate the third point with an example from statistical physics. The canonical
distribution3 can be derived following an identical formulation to what is presented here (except
for a constant factor). In other words, Eq. (29) is maximized subject to a normalization con-
straint and a constraint on the average energy of the system. The Lagrange multiplier associated
with the normalization constraint gives rise to the partition function, as we have just derived,
whereas the Lagrange multiplier associated with the energy constraint is none other than the
(inverse) temperature of the system! Thus we see that the rather abstract concept of Lagrange
multiplier can actually have a very physical and almost mundane interpretation. It follows that
the possible physical, topological (or otherwise) interpretations of the β factors in the graph
Hamiltonian could potentially be very useful quantities and are worth further study – albeit not
in this paper.
In order to get a feel for the impact of the β factors we now show an example from physics,
i.e. we show the effect of different temperatures on the probability distribution of the states
that a model system in contact with a reservoir can assume. For the sake of simplicity in this
discussion the Boltzmann constant is assumed to equal 1 and it is not shown explicitly. The













Since Z is just a normalizing constant, this expression is simply saying that the probability of
our model system to assume a state given by energy Ei decreases with increasing values of Ei. In
other words, low-energy states are more probable than high-energy states. In order to produce










= 0− (−T ) = T. (40)












3Gibbs ([1]: Preface) called this distribution canonical ‘on account of its unique importance in the theory of
statistical equilibrium’.
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Figure 6: Canonical probability distribution at different temperatures
Due to the normalization constraint, the area under each of the three curves shown in Figure 6
is equal to 1. This plot shows that the probability of the model system assuming a high energy
is vanishingly small at low temperatures and becomes noticeable at higher temperatures. The
main point, however, is that this plot shows that even a modest increase in temperature causes
a huge change in the probability distribution (although this effect decreases proportionately at
higher temperatures), supporting the conjecture that using a slightly different function from Eq.
(41) is likely to have a second-order effect in comparison.
7 Conclusion
The importance of the constraints in the maximization process of the average entropy of a
network ensemble provides an intuitive justification for the claim of universality attributed to
Gibbs’s entropy. In other words, in spite of the derivation of a function for the average entropy
of a network ensemble (Eq. (31)) that is different from the equation for Gibbs’s entropy (Eq.
(29)), it seems safe to use the latter as the basis of the ERGM.
At the same time, the search for an expression for the average entropy of a network ensemble that
is consistent with information theory has uncovered the possibility of encoding graphs with a set
of ‘topological words’ that can be regarded as a generalization of the familiar one-dimensional
digital words expressed in bits. These topological words are nothing more than the adjacency
matrices of a set of graphs that can encode a set of symbols (which can themselves be graphs)
most efficiently. Whether or not these topological words can be regarded as ‘primitives’ of a
formalism optimized for the mathematical analysis and formal manipulation of graphs is to be
determined and is left as an open research question.
In conclusion, in this paper we have sought to demonstrate that a thorough analysis of the
intuitive and mathematical foundations of concepts that straddle multiple disciplines, such as
entropy, uncertainty, networks, and information, can lead to a stronger understanding of the
fundamental ideas in each discipline and to new and interesting research questions purely through
the power of analogy and the enforcement of self-consistency.
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